PeCAN: An architecture for users’ privacy-aware electronic commerce contexts on the semantic web
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Abstract

Supporting e-Commerce on the Semantic Web implies more sophisticated integration of Web services, agent interaction, domain ontologies, and data markup languages than is being done on today’s Web. We explore user e-commerce, trust, and privacy scenarios and provide a vision for future e-commerce interactions with a more informed and in-control user. We present the Personal Context Agent Networking (PeCAN) knowledge architecture consisting of client-side and web-side architectural data components and services which inform the user of online privacy and trust within e-commerce tasks. A novel organization scheme and the composition of user contexts in this environment are proposed. Client-side ontologies and data structures for representing user contexts are introduced. For proof of concept, we describe a data belief ontology and illustrate PeCAN’s compliance to the P3P privacy data schema. We use OWL as an implementation basis for maintaining privacy-aware e-commerce contextual knowledge for effective agent action in the PeCAN environment.
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1. Introduction

Postmortems of failed e-privacy business models reveal three fundamental problems. Firstly, from the user perspective, it is difficult for some to trust the third party provider itself, or more specifically, the human employees in the “trusted” third party
provider. The perception of loss of control of personal data is higher when a lot of your data is passed through a third party, and when that third party may persistently hold increasingly larger snapshots of your data. Secondly, those e-privacy businesses that used the advertising business model soon found that they could not compete with players such as Yahoo!, and other large portals, which could cut the cost of advertising on these sites to levels unsustainable for smaller competitors. Thirdly, in many countries such as the US, Canada, and the European Union, privacy is functionally maintained through secure technical channels usually provided by the user’s organization or by the organization with which the user is transacting. Thus third parties have not offered sufficient value-added services to maintain “functional” privacy channels in the business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-customer (B2C) markets. Learning from these fundamental problems, knowing the economic value of user’s personal information [1–8] and noting that industry analysts, e.g., Gartner Group, project that information privacy will be the number one problem for e-commerce by 2006, we predict that the future success of third party business models for privacy will be in the provision of contextual “information-based” privacy Web services. These Web services will target national and international businesses, global users, and society in general. The provision of successful privacy Web services will depend on advances in contextualized client-side and Web privacy architectures, platforms such as the WC3 Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), as well as multiple stakeholder cooperation. In this paper, we describe requirements, design, and implementation of technical components that together form future critical success components in the provision of contextual information privacy for e-commerce.

Specifically, information-based privacy services are needed that can present users with simple privacy-related facts in a given user context. In the last 5 years, stakeholders from industry and academia have made progress towards such a vision. As an example, ATT’s Bird (www.privacybird.com) is a useful, and currently free, information-based privacy service for users. Bird is a P3P agent that is designed for the automatic machine-reading of Web sites’ privacy policies and comparison with user privacy preferences specified at the client-side. Businesses’ intentions for maintaining user privacy are articulated through organizations’ privacy policies for implementing fair information principles, in accordance with privacy acts or laws. These policies are often long and complicated, and users do not like to read them [9]. Bird simplifies this privacy task by automatically reading a business’ privacy policy, and outputting a concise summary consisting of a set of statements about what privacy issues are relevant to the user, as per the users’ stated preferences. Bird is only a first step, albeit an important step, in the provision of informational privacy services.

More sophisticated informational privacy services than are currently available are required. As a sector example, sites such as www.canllli.org, www.austlii.org, and www.law.cornell.edu, all share a similar mandate to make legal information available and freely accessible to ordinary citizens. However, a current search on privacy law on these sites is not useful, or easily decipherable, to most of us. Examples of potential privacy Web services include: easily seeking out useful knowledge about countries’ privacy laws, integrating privacy knowledge from various stakeholders, assessing a country’s privacy culture, supporting the discovery of privacy Web services, automating the visualization of privacy information and knowledge according to a range of user profiles, and managing collaborative stakeholder updates to distributed web ontologies containing privacy domain knowledge.

The aim of providing such services is to significantly complement the work started by the W3C on the P3P platform and put trust and privacy personalization squarely in the hands of users. In this paper, we propose the Personal Context Agent Networking architecture, PeCAN, which (1) provides the necessary architecture on the client-side to receive and use information from such future Web services, (2) motivates the requirement and uses of Web privacy ontologies to complement the client-side privacy-aware applications, (3) increases user perception of
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